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INTRODUCTION

CATHERINE BRICE

Political exile is a feature of nineteenth-century European history. Certain aspects have been well studied, but many lines of research are still to be explored. The purpose of the studies presented in this volume is to add to our understanding of how it affected political practice.

In the wake of the French Revolution, the nineteenth century was characterised by bouts of political unrest followed by repression and restoration. During this “age of revolution”, as Eric Hobsbawm dubbed it, political reasons drove ever greater population movements, peaking at virtually unprecedented levels in the 1850s. Though outside the scope of this book, Émigrés of the French Revolution no doubt formed the first wave of displacements. The years of the French sister republics and then the French Empire saw opponents and “political travellers” alike take to the roads, in response to reconfigurations brought about by the policies of Napoleon I and allied governments. On the Italian peninsula, pro-republican enthusiasts of the years 1796-1799 were pursued as “dangerous Jacobins”, and compelled to depart.¹ Nor should we forget the legitimists who likewise fled “baleful ideas” to take refuge in safe countries, in the Austrian or Russian Empire, for instance, or on the northern margins of Europe. Such was the case of the Savoyard Joseph de Maistre, who left his native land in 1792, heading to Lausanne, Venice, then St Petersburg. Few countries were unaffected. Emigres headed into exile from France, Piedmont-Sardinia, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, the Papal States, the Duchy of Modena, the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, German states, the Habsburg and Romanov empires, Poland, Spain, and Portugal. Even in the United Kingdom, unaffected by revolution, Chartism was violently repressed, though this admittedly led to more people being arrested and deported than going into exile. Conversely, at various moments nearly all these countries acted somewhat paradoxically as host countries. France, the United Kingdom, the

Ottoman Empire, the Maghreb, the Balkans, Latin America, and North America were privileged destinations for exiles, and even the little Kingdom of Piedmont saw emigres leaving in 1821 and arriving in 1850.

The at times brutal restorations were followed by series of revolts and revolutions. The landmark years of 1821, marked by revolutions in Piedmont and Naples, followed by fighting in Spain, then of 1831, with the great Polish emigration, and then the revolutions of 1848, when the numbers going into exile no doubt peaked, are only the best-known in a whole set of less visible yet equally powerful micro-repressions.

From spring 1848 to autumn 1849, thousands of people from the German confederation, the Habsburg Empire, and the Italian states left their home countries which had been upended by revolutionary turmoil. The 1848 revolutions in Europe unleashed several waves of political emigration, by republicans, socialists, moderate liberals, and even, at times, conservatives, all fleeing threats of persecution. Some of those who left for other lands returned home once the tide turned in favour of their political faction, or on being granted amnesty. Others shuttled around before deciding where to settle. Still others never returned. Some stayed as close to their home countries as possible; others moved ever further from home over the course of the years – from the continent to England, thence to the Americas or Australia; yet others exploited weak border controls to frequently visit their families from the safety of exile, scarcely leaving home at all. In short, the European revolutions generated thoroughly heterogeneous forms of political exile. Moreover, the waves of political migration in the wake of the 1848 revolutions were on a scale unparalleled in the nineteenth century. By July 1849, Swiss territory was acting as home to over ten thousand refugees from German lands. By September of the same year, over three thousand soldiers from the Hungarian revolutionary army, together with their camp followers, had fled the Habsburg Empire and temporarily settled near its border with the Ottoman Empire. Hundreds of individuals and families followed them over the next decade. Between 1850 and 1860, almost 30,000 Italian exiles chose to stay in the Kingdom of Sardinia awaiting full unification.

The years 1850-1860 saw further repressions and thus further departures, such as those following the coup by Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, the 1863 Polish revolt, and, a bit later on, repression of the Paris Commune. This is not the place to explain yet again that exile covers very different situations, ranging from banishment, an increasingly rare occurrence except
as commutation of sentence, to fleeing conviction. This, the most frequent cause of departure, was sometimes followed by an in absentia sentence of exile, often in conjunction with being stripped of all civil rights. Still, what was at stake in all cases was the protagonists’ room for manoeuvre, a point we should not lose from view.

Nevertheless, while the phenomenon became far more large-scale, it did not follow a simple pendulum movement. Exiles did not go from one place straight to another. Difficulties on the way, legislation in host countries, the nature and location of their networks (when they had any), together with the opportunities and obstacles encountered meant that displacements were often meandering, stays varied in duration, and returns could be followed by fresh departures. Equally striking is the non-linearity of travel from country of origin to country of destination. Though rarely studied in relation to exiles, the impact of amnesties should not be neglected for they not infrequently caused more people to return home. Exile was thus a massive transnational phenomenon profoundly linked to the political life of states and the European continent. It has even been used as a label for the nineteenth century. The literature has adopted various perspectives.

Scholars have long examined European political exile in the first half of the nineteenth century. The frequency with which the topic has been revisited

---

3 Sylvie Aprile, Le siècle des exilés: bannis et proscrits de 1789 à la Commune, CNRS histoire (Paris: CNRS éditions, 2010).
is largely due to evolving research topics. Recent renewed interest is associated with a transnational and connected approach to the history of the circulation of people. This phenomenon was explored by many excellent works in Italy during the fascist Ventennio (such as the works by Ersilio Michel), for reasons to do with the regime’s interest in the dispersal of Italians across the Mediterranean, together with its desire to annex


remembrance of the Risorgimento.\textsuperscript{6} Still, with migration finding its way into the contemporary political and social life of many European countries, there has an uptick in scholarly interest in political exiles. Without claiming to be exhaustive, a few broad trends may be noted, the better to situate this work in contemporary historiography.

A first major concern has been determining the number of exiles. This is a difficult problem given the difficulties in comparing the available police, economic, and diplomatic sources. Agostino Bistarelli has managed to reconstitute the cohorts of Piedmontese and Neapolitan exiles in 1821\textsuperscript{7}, and Delphine Diaz has put forward figures for France during the Bourbon Restoration. Certain archives contain precious information, but we are mostly only dealing with orders of magnitude. The difficulty in counting flows with sufficient accuracy is, no doubt, revelatory of the authorities’ difficulties in identifying exiles. This was compounded by the fact that circulation was not driven solely by political reasons, but could be part of larger professional displacements. One such instance was the German population in Paris, comprised of printers and librarians as well as political activists and refugees.\textsuperscript{8} Expulsions, which have been used to estimate the number of exiles in a given place at a given time, have been shown by recent scholarship to be a poor proxy, since these measures concerned impoverished workers as well as political exiles.\textsuperscript{9}

Over recent years, many historians have looked at departure conditions in order to understand the “micro-choices and micro-constraints” leading to exile,\textsuperscript{10} combining family and economic reasons with political ones. But even greater attention has been paid to reception policies in various

\textsuperscript{6} Massimo Baioni, \textit{Risorgimento in camicia nera. Studi, istituzioni, musei nell’Italia fascista.} (Turin, Carocci editore, Pubblicazioni del Comitato di Torino dell’Istituto per la Storia del Risorgimento Italiano, 2006)
\textsuperscript{7} Agostino Bistarelli, \textit{Gli esuli del Risorgimento.}
countries. Gérard Noiriel has conducted pioneering work on this topic. This book contains a chapter by Christos Aliprantis (“Foreign political refugees, bureaucratic controls and cultures of surveillance in the kingdom of Greece, 1833-1862”) which adopts such a perspective to explore how Greek government monitoring of political practices by exiles settled in the country fed back into how surveillance was organized for the country as a whole.

Exile not only provided an opportunity to meet fellow exiles from the country of origin, together with populations in the host country of course, but also to encounter exiles from the rest of Europe. In 1830s and 1840s Paris, for instance, Italians, Germans, and Poles could meet and share experiences, itineraries, and the political solutions available to them. Equally, in the decade following 1849, Turin was home to 30,000 “foreigners” from Rome, Naples, Milan, and Venice, and so on, enabling people from the length and breadth of the peninsula to cross paths. While we should not underestimate the level of conflict between exile groups – fuelled by political differences, social inequalities, differential access to financial and economic resources, and the weight of national stereotypes between them and in their host country – these communities

---

nevertheless managed to coalesce, and, most importantly, to drive the transmission of political ideas.

In discussing exiles in the context of their host countries, historians all now tend to emphasize the fragmented nature of émigré experiences, moving ceaselessly from one place to another, before settling, and often setting off again, together with the requirement to continually adapt. While the emphasis was long placed on how exiles were culturally uprooted, other issues are now examined, including their legal, institutional, and administrative uprooting, and transformations to their everyday living conditions. Lastly, social relegation or displacement have also been explored in nuanced terms.

The role exiles—or volunteer combatants—played in this internationalisation of politics has been addressed in recent works, such as those by Maurizio Isabella on the Liberal Internationale, by Agostino Bistarelli on the Piedmontese and Neapolitans of 1821 (in the wake of Silvio Mastellone’s major works on Mazzinism), and now including the White Internationale who went into exile too. The term *exopolitie* applied by the sociologist Stéphane Dufoix to the twentieth century works well for

---

nineteenth-century exiles. Dufoix uses this term to designate political action by exiles to continue playing a role in the politics of their country of origin. But for our purposes, we need to include at least two other forms of political practice in exile. In addition to political action addressing their country of origin, exiles were often engaged in the political life of the host country. Attempts to improve their living and circulation conditions, petitions, newspapers, calls to public opinion, attempts to play on inter-state relations – all such activities meant exile acted as a crucible for political circulations in nineteenth-century Europe, which is precisely the angle explored in this book.

Secondly, in addition to politicisation targeting the country of origin and the host country (or host countries, one should say), politicisation also occurred at the heart of exile communities. This “intra-exile” aspect has been largely neglected. Yet on reading their correspondences, it is striking how much it occupied exiles. Their practices were fairly specific, ranging, on the one hand, from Francesco Crispi’s operations in exile to conserve and disseminate a political memory of recent events by gathering the archives of all Italian republican governments in 1848-1849, so as to publish them and illustrate the democratic functioning of these governments, to, on the other, assassinations conducted in the host country, such as the famous assassination attempt by Orsini against Napoleon III in France. Political practices among exile communities also included a set of little-studied techniques: managing correspondences, communicating information, numbering documents, raising funds, and circulating to acquire weapons, spies, and means of influence. Scholarship has explored themes at the overlap between police history and security studies with regard to governments, but less so concerning exiles, at least during the nineteenth century.

Without being mechanistic about it, we need to distinguish between the increased circulation of political ideas driven by exiles, and the circulation

---

18 Dufoix, Politiques d’exil.
of political practices. Indeed, ideas never circulate in free-floating isolation, but due to the context in which they are deployed and the factors driving their circulation. The divided and protean nature of the Liberal Internationale studied by Maurizio Isabella has already been noted, often deriving any unity more from the “external” viewpoint (that of repression) than from the perceptions of those involved.

Rather than a history of political ideas in exile, we need to focus on the social history of political ideas. But in this field, what social context would allow us to best characterize ideas in exile? We may draw on suggestions by Samuel Hayat, whose works seek to characterize the social history of political ideas during revolutions. Indeed, a certain number of the characteristics of revolutions may also apply to exile: “studying ideas during revolutions in the same way we study ideas in context thus presupposes suspending belief in the existence of ideological currents, of which revolutions would be a moment of secular confrontation. This is the precondition for immersing ourselves in the events and apprehending the specific rationales at work in controversies engendered by the novelty of the revolutionary situation. However, this methodological choice comes at a price. The very brief period of revolution is not that of learned thought.”

Is it possible to compare the “revolutionary” situation to that of exile? That would imply viewing political exiles not as thinkers, but primarily as protagonists caught up in sometimes conflicting rationales. Furthermore, drawing on Michel Dobry’s work on political crises, Hayat suggests we explain the production of new ideas during revolutions as a process in which individuals, during crisis periods, turn towards familiar habituses, when “each individual tries to apprehend the new situation in familiar terms”, and “each protagonist does so from their own position, their own dispositions, their own specific habitus”. Such analysis thus plays close attention to the disruptive context of political crises, of which exile may be an alternative

---

21 Samuel Hayat, Étudier les idées en révolution. Questions de méthode, in Gaboriaux et al., Vers une histoire sociale des idées politiques, 251-263.
22 Ibid., 255.
24 Hayat, Étudier les idées en révolution, 261-262.
version. This implies apprehending exile politics not as the dissemination of ideas along the paths taken by individuals, but rather as a constant process of accommodation, in which a known habitus (political practice in the country of origin) is continually readjusted in the light of new situations.

This circulation of ideas “within societies” logically implies that we explore the repertoires of collective action in exile. For this is what the political action of refugees tends towards, be they liberals or Catholics or republicans. The central postulate of this book is that exile enabled protagonists to discover, experiment with, and redeploy repertoires of collective action in Europe which, at beginning of the period studied here, was a place of very diverse experiences, and whose governments were following even more varied political models. The constraints on these repertoires could range from the highly restrictive to the relatively loose depending on the context – the robust parliamentarianism of the United Kingdom, the French constitutional monarchy, the restored Papal government, or Imperial Hungary, for instance. And repertoires of political action depend largely on these “opportunities”. Nevertheless, the possibility of apprehending how exile impacted on political practices is complicated by the need to compare the contexts in which exiles were formed as political agents, the leeway available to them in their host countries (of which, it will be remembered, there could be several for any individual), the repertoires of collective action already present in the countries of arrival, and, lastly, refugees’ ideas in exile. Recognizing and publicizing one’s cause, preparing a conspiracy, and purchasing arms for a military expedition require different means and different approaches. In a most basic and elementary manner, political actions such as setting up and running an organisation in exile, making it representative (of whom?), deliberation procedures, “propaganda”, and its corollary, funding, are all instruments that are “improvised” in exile. Key parameters obviously include whether there is any public opinion, whether there is any censorship, and whether political pluralism is recognized or tolerated. But within these parameters, practice can take countless possible forms – imitating, transforming, reproducing, inventing, and so on and so forth.

There are of course two snares this book needs to avoid. First, it needs to steer clear of any “teleological” vision, in which forms of modern practice would inevitably be traced back to exile; second, it needs to shun any implicit model in which the (more liberal) host country “unilaterally” diffuses practice to exiles. More could be said about the notions of improvisation (*bricolage*) and poaching (*braconnage*) dear to Michel de
Certeau – not so as to dodge issues, but rather to better capture the diversity of practices. Rather than some inexorable rationalisation of increasingly effective political practices, what we actually observe is a mixture, in which ways of doing politics in the country of origin are transformed in at times curious ways by new techniques – a form of political engineering whose composite nature is compounded by the contacts between exiles from different countries within one or several host countries. This is what lies at the heart of this book.

The authors have paid particular attention to the range of exiles’ discursive practices made possible by freedom of expression, examining their performative dimension. Camille Creighton (“Claiming the Right to Speak: The Use of Toasts, Addresses and Other Forms of Public Speech in Exile Politics, London and Paris, 1830-1848”) compares two forms of speaking in exile politics, namely toasts and speeches, carefully comparing the distinct utterance and reception conditions in London and Paris. Romy Sanchez (“Specific ways of speaking out from exile. The case of Cuban separatists abroad, 1840-1880”) examines discourse by Cuban separatists in exile between 1840 and 1880. Her chapter enquires into the role discourse plays in exile politics, what its specificity resides in, and whether we may observe Cuban speech in New York, Paris, and Madrid. Ignazio Veca (“Preaching in exile. Three cases of oratory as political practice in the Italian diaspora”) tackles the ways in which “licit” discourse in the country of origin – religious preaching – was transformed by Italian clergymen in exile, further showing that this modified oratorical practice was subsequently reimported to the country of origin. By examining the very different forms of preaching by Vincenzo Gioberti, Father Ventura, and Alessandro Gavazzi, he illustrates how this “hybrid form of political activism” also prefigured future ways of relating to the sacred in the new society under construction. Conspiracy, as opposed to public speech, is a pre-eminent case of secrecy. Paolo Conte (“An anti-French conspiracy among Neapolitan exiles in Paris during the Consulate: Prince Pignatelli’s attempt to ‘deliver the kingdom of Naples to the English government’”) shows how French domestic policy and diplomatic relations between states transformed ways of conspiring, heavily influenced by Ancien Régime diplomatic techniques, and altered the outcome of such manoeuvres.

Several chapters examine political organisation in exile, all seeking to highlight the borrowings, recurrent features, and hybridisations too. Elena Bacchin provides an exhaustive study of how exile in Britain acted as a crucible for experimentation, and its after-effects in Italy (“Britain as a
setting for the political apprenticeship of Italian exiles: The case of Aurelio Saffi”). Alexandre Dupont insists on the impressive “panoply” of political initiatives and actions implemented by Carlist leaders in seeking to build up a structured, complex political organisation (“The political structures of Carlism in exile (1870)”). He thereby confirms a point already mentioned in other studies of the White Internationale, namely its capacity to adapt to exile contexts and to devise early pre-modern forms of political organisation in a transnational dimension. Edward Blumenthal shows how press freedom enabled exiles to structure their action around publications about education and rights, key domains for their integration in societies, and, for some of them, for accessing positions of responsibility (“Legal and Educational Practices of Exile in Nineteenth-century Chile and the Rio de la Plata”). The organisations used as examples by Ignacio García de Paso (“The Iberian Democratic Club: Exile, Nation and Republicanism in 1848”) and by Francesco Pongiluppi (“The foundation of the Italian Worker Mutual Aid Society in Constantinople: exile and transnational mutualism”) show how the context influenced their very different evolution. Although the Iberian republican association formed in Paris in 1848 met with little success, its model permeated republican culture in Spain. But the mutual aid society, founded in Constantinople in 1863, was the first original form of worker organisation in the Ottoman Empire, implementing transnational mutual aid for foreigners in the city, as well as for the inhabitants of Constantinople, thus acting as a place for political experimentation abroad.

Lastly, political practices may also transpire in forms other than organisations, namely in symbols and spaces. That is the line taken by Pierre-Marie Delpu (“Exporting the martyr cults to lands of exile. The communities of banished Italians in France and Piedmont-Sardinia in the early 1850s”) and Heléna Tóth (“The Radial Avenue: Gyula Andrássy and the Politics of Architecture”). Delpu shows how martyrology – in this instance the presentation of many patriots from the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies as martyrs for the national struggle, one of the most popular forms of disseminating experience of the Risorgimento – was exported to places of exile, before then being taken up once again in post-unification nation-

building. Heléna Tóth, for her part, focuses on an urban form encountered by the exiled Hungarian leader Andrássy while in Paris, namely rectilinear avenues, and on his desire to import the idea to post-1867 Budapest. Detailed analysis of debate in the Hungarian parliament clearly shows that far from being posed in purely aesthetic terms, it was seen by MPs as eminently political, acting both as a symbol, and as a model for a modern public interpretation of urban planning and of the new capital.

One final question is that of understanding how these political practices were recycled if and when exiles moved back to their countries of origin. What legacy did exile have in establishing new regimes? Once the former refugees became MPs or rulers, did they have a different understanding of parliamentary politics, of how to structure opposition, and of organisational forms and procedures? This question is examined by Elena Bacchin, who examines Aurelio Saffi’s political practices once back in Italy, which were increasingly removed from the Mazzinist tradition whence he hailed. Ignazio Veca also mentions the feedback effect of political preaching in exile on religious perceptions in unified Italy. Edward Blumenthal indicates the extent to which setting up a legal and educational press helped exiles find a place in Argentina and Rio de la Plata. Pierre-Marie Delpu looks at how martyrology was re-employed on returning from exile. For many exiles who had the opportunity to return to their countries at the end of national and political struggles, their status granted them a legitimacy that certain put to good use. The post-1861 Italian political classes afford one illustration of this, as do those in post-1867 Hungary. But independently of this status, we show that exile was a multifaceted and often difficult political apprenticeship, in which exiles had to accommodate their habituses, the possibilities that exile brought, and the constraints of their political objectives. Finally, exiles helped build places of political experimentation in their places of arrival, in Constantinople, in 1850s Turin, in Argentina in the years 1820-1869, and in 1848 Paris.

Catherine Brice
Université Paris-Est Créteil-Centre de recherche en histoire européenne comparée (CRHEC)
1:

GLOBAL REPERTOIRES
OF COLLECTIVE ACTION IN EXILE
The century that followed the French revolution of 1789 saw an unprecedented rise in cross-border mobility of highly politicized groups and individuals. The dramatic turn of political events after 1789-93, 1815, 1830-32, 1848-49 and 1870 pushed waves of political refugees abroad given the increasing hostility of the new regimes at home against them. Be them French royalists after 1789; German, Italian and Italian defeated liberal and radical revolutionaries after 1830 and 1848; or French communards after 1870, the nineteenth century experienced the emergence of this new type of activist overseas, i.e. the political exile, who frequently found refuge in allegedly more liberal states such as Great Britain or Switzerland.


émigrés often developed contacts among themselves as well as with native political powers in their places of exile thus increasing transnational political communication across Europe. On the other hand, European governments watched closely the refugees, their whereabouts and activities, and during the nineteenth century, they developed modes of transnational policing ranging from espionage to interstate communication and collaboration so as to limit this allegedly transnational political threat.

Yet, these phenomena did not take place only in western or central Europe. Even smaller states of the so called European periphery such as the Papal States, the Kingdom of Two Sicilies, and Greece (since 1832), which either expelled or received significant numbers of émigrés, also built up structures of domestic control or supranational policing. In some cases such as the Kingdom of Greece, it can be even suggested that massive refugee arrivals from the Italian peninsula after 1849 pushed the Greek authorities to expand their mechanism of control against suspicious or undesirable groups. Yet, even if state formation has received serious attention in the literature on modern Greece, this “contribution” of the foreign exiles to the Greek state formation had passed largely unnoticed. The early years of the Greek Kingdom in particular are associated with conscious efforts to construct a westernized state apparatus. However, some have argued these were

---

6 Aliprantis, “Political exiles of the 1848-49 revolutions in the Kingdom of Greece,”.
7 J. Petropoulos, Politics and Statecraft in the Kingdom of Greece, 1833-1843 (Princeton, 1968); P. Kitromilides, “The Orthodox Church in Modern State
obstructed by local elites attempting to safeguard traditional prerogatives. These interpretations are apparently influenced by conventional Weberian narratives of bureaucratization and the monopolization of armed violence. They focus additionally on aspects of state expansion, such as investments, public infrastructure and political/constitutional reforms and tend to link the previously mentioned processes with peaceful, prosperous and stable periods.

While these studies have offered many insights to aid our comprehension of modern Greece, they overlook certain parameters of state building. It is my assertion herein that by trying to see the history of the Greek state only through the lens of liberal constitutionalism, economic modernization and military reorganization, we miss the whole picture. In what follows, I show that state expansion does not necessarily go hand in hand with peace, prosperity and stability. Periods of turmoil and crisis can instigate processes that otherwise could not have occurred. To support my case, I shall concentrate on the crisis triggered by the European political refugees that arrived in Greece from Italy following the 1848 revolutions there. The reason I have chosen to use this example is that it constituted the first and largest refugee security crisis in Othonian Greece.

As I will explain, in 1849 the Greek state faced a grave dilemma. The masses of refugees that arrived in Greece created a state of emergency for an administrative mechanism that was not at the time capable of dealing with these kinds of challenges. Nineteenth-century notions of transnational solidarity in Greek society for the liberal revolutionaries compelled the Greek state to offer humanitarian aid. However, the refugees needed shelter,
food and accommodation that the Greek government was apparently unable to sufficiently provide. At the same time though, the Greek state simultaneously had to deal with a pressing security threat. Thousands of armed ex-revolutionaries sought asylum in Greece, and despite their initial warm welcome, the government grew to perceive them as political agitators reacting with border closures, arrests and deportations. At the end of the day, as I argue, this crisis benefited state expansion since from 1849 onwards Greece ended up exercising stricter border controls and more systematic police surveillance on the newcomers. Even more significantly, this restrictive policy, as it will be indicated, did not disappear as the refugee crisis faded. Instead these measures survived and they were used to monitor population movement of Greek nationals in the later 19th century as well, a fact that pinpoints to the lasting repercussions of the 1849 crisis for the Greek kingdom.

II

The liberal and national revolutions of the 1820s set the Mediterranean basin ablaze. At a time when European revolutionaries were thought to have developed networks of communication and collaboration across the Continent, the governments that opposed them were keen to limit these bonds, especially after the revolutions of 1830-32. In Greece, too, the new absolute monarchy aligned with this conservative turn. Unlike the earlier warm welcomes for foreign philhellenes, King Othon (r.1833-62) prioritized state security and attempted to block revolutionary mobility. Consequently, a French liberal émigré living in Greece named Victor Bernhard and, more notably, the Italian emissary of the Mazzinian organization ‘Young Italy’, Emil Usiglio, were both deported from the

---


kingdom in 1835. Even a few French utopian socialists, like Gustave d’Eichtal, who had been employed by the Greek state, were forced to leave due to their “Saint-Simonian heresy.” Such security measures would be greatly expanded after 1849, when Greece received waves of European fugitives.

The 1848-49 revolutions increased transnational mobility and created the largest modern political migrations Europe had ever seen. Due to these developments, the post-revolutionary European governments faced an acute crisis of legitimacy and (in their understanding) security, which lasted until the 1860s. At first, they reacted by expanding state apparatus in order to tame political opposition and regulate peoples’ movements. Greece would be forced to adopt similar policies so as to face these transnational challenges.

The revolts of 1848-49 that were geographically closest to the Greek kingdom occurred in the British-controlled Ionian island of Cephalonia. The Greek border authorities had gone in great pains in the past years trying to contain the frequent illegal mobility across the Greco-Ionian frontier.

---

19 See for instance the reports about Cytherian fugitives in Laconia in 1848, ΓΑΚ, ΑΥΕΣ, file: refugees 1848, No.4961, 5408, 6207, 26 June, 9 July, 6 August 1848.
Accordingly, and given their political meaningfulness, the Caphalonian fugitives of 1849 attracted special attention. After the British suppressed them, the protagonists sought refuge in Greece. Although the liberal opposition and press (Ελπίς [Hope], Αθηνά [Athena] etc.) loudly favored the Ionian cause, the government, headed by Konstantinos Kanaris, remained more reluctant. Concerns about state security, combined with pressure from Britain, eventually prevailed against humanitarian and liberal sympathies for Greece’s “co-nationals.” In June, the interior minister Dimitrios Christides forbade entry to the country of further Ionian subjects without a valid passport. Already in March 1849, he had the refugees taken from Patras and transferred to Athens and later to Naftplio. There, they were detained under police surveillance over the next months, despite heavy protests from the opposition and the refugees themselves. More significantly, on 9 August, Christides clarified to the prefect of Argolis (the region that included Naftplio) that the refugees could move within the town limits, although they had to respect the Greek law. The authorities, he continued, had to supervise their conduct so that they wouldn’t stir up trouble or maintain political relations with the locals. Thanks to the Cephalonians, the Greek bureaucracy thus began exercising surveillance and containment measures against suspicious individuals. This subtly restrictive treatment would also be duplicated against Italian and Polish exiles.

From July to October 1849, thousands of defeated revolutionaries from the Italian states arrived in Greece, mostly in Patras, Athens and Syros. Although they were initially well received and offered substantial material support from charitable associations and local authorities, this pattern did

---

21 Αρχείο της Ιστορικής και Εθνολογικής Εταιρείας (ΑΙΕΕ) [Archive of the Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece], Interior Ministry circular, No. 11,207, 16 June 1849.
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23 Ιστορικό και Διπλωματικό Αρχείο του Υπουργείου Εξωτερικών (ΑΥΕΞ) [Historical and Diplomatic Archive of the Foreign Ministry], file: refugees 1849, No.16070, 9 August 1849, see ΑΥΕΞ, file: refugees 1850, No.8508, 15 May 1850, on additional instructions.
not last long. A combination of pragmatic needs and conservative ideological orientation led the Greek government to ultimately adopt an anti-refugee stance. According to the interior ministry, a total of 1,109 armed, combat-trained and potentially radical refugees from Italy arrived in the largest Greek cities. Taking into consideration illegal migration, their total number might have exceeded 2,000. For the port city of Patras, to give just one example, this meant a sudden population rise of about 5% (about 700 newcomers), enough to cause serious disturbances.

Acute humanitarian problems arose due to the poor state infrastructure. In Patras, the Greek police reported in autumn that there were masses of wretched and unemployed refugees. Due to their miserable living conditions, the first deaths of refugees (even highly ranked ones) were recorded. In Syros, Hermoupolis coped with similar difficulties, because many refugees had turned to beggary. Additionally, the municipal hospital was quickly occupied by suffering Italians, Hungarians and Poles, despite communal mobilization. The sick émigrés further worried the local notables because...
their diseases, if left uncontrolled, could also infect the rest of the island. In Athens, the problem appeared to be even more urgent due to refugee overpopulation. According to the refugees’ own accounts, poor health was widespread in their ranks and many passed away homeless and helpless because of the inability of the Athens hospital to cure them.

The urban concentration of such impoverished crowds created both a humanitarian and a security crisis and pushed the government to take special measures to contain the threat. As with the Cephalonians, security anxieties and the unexpectedly high expenses of covering the refugees’ needs proved stronger than humanitarian concerns. On 22 August, the interior minister forbade additional refugee settlement in Athens for the first time; later, the prohibition expanded to cover Patras and Syros. This restrictive agenda culminated with the closure of the borders to new refugee arrivals altogether in early October 1849. Among the top echelons of government, the moving force behind this new policy was queen Amalia. In harmony with the likeminded Austrian ambassador, Amalia scolded minister Christides for having accepted the émigrés. She underlined that such naïve notions of philanthropy could have grave consequences for the country’s future. Apart from the increase in public spending, the Great Powers, on whose goodwill Greece rested, might see asylum being granted to so many outlaws in a negative light. Instead, the queen argued, the government had to turn away the exiles and ignore pro-refugee public opinion, with the hope that the Powers might reward Greece for this lawful behavior.

Since early 1850, a new cabinet led by the conservative admiral Antonios Kriezis (1849-54) and backed by Othon not only kept blocking new arrivals but also increased monitoring and obstructed political activities among the refugees. Furthermore, it started coercing those already settled into
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emigrating again. It was in these circumstances that the first conscious efforts in the history of the Greek kingdom to create early surveillance and containment structures took place at this point. In 1850, new circulars prohibited refugees from moving to Attica and generally entering the country without a passport. At a domestic level, the police multiplied patrols in Athens and Patras, where most refugees dwelled, and placed secret agents among them to obtain intimate knowledge of their endeavors. Finally, the interior ministry started conducting censuses on the refugees, so as to gather precise data on their numbers and occupations.

III

These enactments, which addressed the refugee problem as a whole, were supplemented by the persecution of specific individuals deemed perilous to the security of the regime. In November 1850, a group of Italians in Athens had founded a society of mutual assistance to cope with their pressing everyday problems. However, political discussions must have taken place. Moreover, the leaders of the society, the Pole Alexander Milbitz and the Italian Francesco Gherardi-Dragomani, had a noted revolutionary past. The fact that the refugees seemed to have become politically organized, along with suspicions of contact with leading Greek liberals like Pavlos Kallergis and Giannis Makrygiannis, made the government act openly against the group. With the support of Amalia and the Austrian and Neapolitan ambassadors, the police banned the association in early 1851, despite refugee protests. The participating Italians were threatened with deportation if they continued to associate politically.

The foreign refugees lacked access to local networks that would allow them to negotiate a kinder treatment, and were thus easily isolable victims. Their
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